Some ASI telephones get number changes

Mustang Daily and other ASI and Foundation phone numbers were changed during the Christmas vacation.

The change came, according to Roy Gersten, ASI Business Affairs Director, because there was a shortage of the 3000 series numbers on campus. Both numbers will hook into the statewide dialing system for long distance calls.

World power to be subject of visitor talk

Dr. Yuan-Li Wu, Professor of Economics at the University of San Francisco, will speak on US-China Relations and The Balance of World Power.

The Military Science Department is sponsoring Dr. Wu who is scheduled to speak at 11 A.M. today in the Chumash Auditorium. It is free to the public.

Dr. Wu was born in China in 1923 and educated at the University of Shanghai and the London School of Economics where he received his Ph.D. in 1948. He has written extensively on China and the recent SALT talks.

While a consultant to the UN Chinese delegation in 1946, he took part in discussions which established the UN policy toward economic matters in several parts of the world.

Washington (UPI) — Defense Secretary Melvin Laird estimated Monday that no more than 4,100 men will be drafted this year—a record low for any year in which there has been a draft and only one-tenth as many as were inducted last year.

Selective service officials said, however, they may not draft anyone entering the draft pool this year. They hope and expect to fill the Army's needs entirely from men who missed their inductions last year.

The draft ends June 30. Laird recently said there would be no calls in January or February, and Monday he told the House Armed Services Committee fewer than 3,000 would be called in March and "no more than an average of 1,000 men per month will be needed" in April, May and June — the last three months of the draft.

During all the years in which there has been a draft — during the Civil War, the two World Wars and continuously since 1943 — the fewest men ever called were the 14,080 drafted in 1946 during the Berlin Airlift.

Selective Service officials said Monday there is a good chance, none of the 1.8 million men born in 1963 — who face the draft for the first time this year — will ever be drafted. They received their lottery numbers in the drawing last February.

The officials explained that last year, 51,800 men with lottery numbers up through 99 were not inducted. But about 6,000 other men with numbers up to 86 were not inducted before Dec. 31.

The law allows Selective Service to induct these men in the first three months of this following year. About half of them will now go in March. But Selective Service officials believe the number of men in that pool with illnesses or other legitimate reasons for delaying their inductions past May 30 may be high enough to fill the remaining draft calls.

The officials said they do not want to draft anyone born in 1968. They feel it would be unfair because the college group would be untouched until their deferments would protect until then after inductions and June 30. Therefore, only those who were unable to go to college would be subjected to the draft.

In the 23 years since the Korean War began, draft calls have swung widely from a peak of one million at the time of the War in 1914, to 884,800 in 1917, to a low of 74,500 in 1948, to a high of 334,700 in 1951, to a band between 16,000 in 1949, 10,000 in 1950, and to a Vietnam War high of 364,500 in 1969.

Police continue search for second sniper; 7 die

New Orleans (UPI)—Police stormed a sniper stronghold Monday on a hotel rooftop riddled by 27 hours of violent gun battles in which seven persons died and 63 were wounded. They found the corpse of a terrorist slain 17 hours before but not a second gunman they believed to be also holed up there.

Finally, some of them said they were not even sure he existed. The official position of the police, however, was that the search must continue until 'it takes from now till doomsday.'

"It is a possibility there was only one sniper but it is not a probability," said a policeman.

"We are working on the assumption there was more than one."

New Orleans Police Superintendent Clarence Guerriero said firmly earlier that another gunman had been spotted in the air conditioning system and that "he's moving and capable of shooting."

A check of the vents turned up nothing and police then began a room-by-room search of the Howard Johnson Motor Lodge for another sniper.

The "possibility-probability" statement was issued by police department spokesperson Carol Gorman. She also said the "gunman" officers spotted in the air conditioning system actually may have been "some ventilation and wiring that could have been blowing in the wind."

Firing automatic weapons, officers stormed atop the hotel shortly before 3 p.m. In full view of a national television audience after round of ammunition into the hotel, He wore Army fatigue and a turban instead.

Police investigated the possibility the dead sniper was involved in a series of attacks which began New Year's Eve with the murder of a black cadet in front of police headquarters.

They also checked the possibility he participated in a grocery store holdup moments before the outbreak of fire and shooting at the hotel.

New Orleans policemen run for cover as one of their comrades falls wounded from a ricocheting bullet during 27 hours of gun battles with a sniper.
Dirty Old Men's Union founder was just 'having a little fun''

Editors:
Last November I sent a letter to the Daily Mustang about the Gay Student Union, to which frankly, I was having a little fun while trying to be serious. Since then, the letter has come under attack as if it were bigoted and malicious toward gay people.

I did not mean this to be...but then again, I don't mean this letter to be a public retraction of the first.

I said nothing malicious in the letter. I only expressed my opinion that the GSMU not be supported by the college. I felt, and still feel, that the GSMU is fine and probably necessary, but not as a campus organization. Again this is just my opinion.

My only mistake was to take the issue too lightly. I jokingly submitted, to prove a point, that a Dirty Old Men's Union would make a good counterpart to the GSMU. It is a method I knew as sarcasm.

Since then I have been accused in one letter by Gerald Jones of being preoccupied with sex and most recently in a letter which came from a student from Pennsylvania, of being backward and bigoted.

I claimed I suggested that a GSMU would be an orgy. I only expressed my feelings about a certain institution. The gay students at this university will give a concert series, to be held in the early spring.

The news from our government has been sanity and we are forced to rely upon foreign em- masion and foreign news services to obtain news of the attacks and resulting damage. Our own media has been somewhat reluctant to report the news in full and to denounce administration harassment.

In 12 days of shelling North Vietnam, 8,000 bombing strikes were flown, according to military sources. 8,000 is 100 million per shot. South claims thousands of civilians have been killed, although the Pentagon denies the reports.

The United States has been destroyed, the U.S. has denied the claim and then admit- ted it might have bombed it. Even in the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, South claims thousands of civilians have been killed, although the Pentagon denies the reports and then, under pressure from the media, admitted the sins.

Now the Nixon administration, via Laos, has announced no further damage reports will be released due to the possibility of imperiling the peace negotiations.

—PAUL SIMON—

No one has explained why or how such information would jeopardize the talks.

President Nixon has failed to consult Congress throughout the radio讲话, taking advantage of the adjournment in December and refusing when reenacted. In the face of end-of-war new sentiment on Capitol Hill, his aids are sounding the new cry of "don't jeopardize the peace talks if you're patriotic!". This time, it may not work.

President Nixon's press conference was Oct. 8. He has made no public explanation of why heavily populated areas were being bomed, nor of what military targets could possibly remain RANDTAR MITCH EN Extended extended and expanded.

Coming at the beginning of a term that practically gave the President a free hand, this secrecy bears ill for the future. Hiding behind the shield of the Presidency is hardly suitable when humans are being slaughtered.—on both sides—for no stated reason. It is im-

Classical vibes to flow from theatre Thursday

Timone takes leave to study for doctorate

This Wednesday Night
SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
announces opening of the TURHAUS

featuring haugen ski tour rep
skiing movie refreshments and rap
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 10, 1-7 P.M.

SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
the "TOURING PEOPLE"
African king who gave a party in his thatched dwelling. To make room, he put his big chair up in a makeshift attic.

The dancing at the party grew so intense that the chair was shaken loose and tumbled down, breaking two counters and narrowly missing the king. Which goes to prove that people who live in grass houses shouldn't throw things.

At its runoff, paronomasia gets to things like this: In olden days some caveman captured a new-extinct animal known as a Partridge. They decided to dispose of it by dragging it on a plant stem to a cliff.

"We're going to lift up one end and slide you right over," they told the beast, who looked down and muttered, "It's a long way to tip a Partridge.

That ends today's lesson. And sorry about everything.

Sponsorship of an Instamatic Photo Contest and a tentative tour of Brooks Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara are two of the items on the winter quarterly agenda of the Camera Club.

Brooks is widely-known and enjoys an outstanding reputation in photography instruction.

No dates have been set for either the contest or the tour. Club members may use the darkroom in the Campus Craft Center provided they have a photography permit card on file in the center's office as well as a valid ID card. It is not necessary to be a club member to use this facility.

Members are permitted to use the darkroom free of charge, except for the photo papers and film developer. Leslie Griffin, director of the craft center, has permitted members to use the darkroom as long as the club provides instructors for the center. The club has also agreed to pay 500 each month for the chemicals used by the members. This amount is in addition to the sum that the center would have collected from the non-members using the facilities. A non-member is charged 50 cents for the first hour and 25 cents for each additional hour.

This winter quarter there will be 14 scheduled photo contests beginning Jan. 15, 1975. The purpose of the class is to teach the student the correct way to use the darkroom and the equipment, not to teach photography. The class costs 80 and is made up of class members; film processing and printing.

To permit the active club members to use the facilities for their additional activities, Miss Griffin has set aside the first two hours of every Sunday from 10 a.m. for the first two weeks of the quarter.

To become a member of the Camera Club, one pays annual dues of $10 or $9 quarterly dues.

HERE'S A GREAT OPPORTUNITY: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics offers you a free glimpse of what it is like to be able to read and study much faster. At our free introductory lesson you will actually participate in techniques that will improve your reading and study speed on-the-spot. See what is holding back your reading rate and see how you can easily read much faster.

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN: At our introductory lesson you will see that Reading Dynamics is a comprehensive reading improvement program.

You'll learn that our students not only read faster but also comprehend more, and remember better. You'll learn how our study method works.

OTHERS HAVE DONE IT--SO CAN YOU: Seeing the instant results of your progress at the introductory lesson will help you understand why our average graduate increases his reading speed 4.7 times with improved comprehension. You'll see why over 500,000 people have improved their reading skills through the Reading Dynamics techniques. You'll understand why Reading Dynamics has been taught at the White House to staff members of Presidents Kennedy and Nixon.

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF: We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a part of this program. All in all, it is a fun experience. Plan now to attend a free introductory lesson. They are informal and last about an hour. Come as you are, even bring a friend.

Come to your free lesson.

SUNDAY, Jan. 7 thru THURSDAY, Jan. 11
4:00 PM and 8:00 PM
SAN LUIS OBSIPPO
Veterans Memorial Building
801 Grand Avenue

SANTA MARIA
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
210 S. Nicholson Avenue

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Cager play inconsistent in splitting key contests

Inconsistent play prevented Ernie Wheeler's basketball squad from sweeping its opening league games at home. This weekend as the Mustangs split the two, topping Cal State Northridge 86-66, while being humiliated by Cal State Fullerton, 89-59, the following evening.

It was a frustrating weekend for the Mustang coaches who saw their cagers new signs of brilliance one evening and turn around and play lackluster the next night. Fullerton tore apart the locals as the Titans moved the ball well on offense to make easy shots under the basket. The Mustangs were literally blown out of the game watching a potent Fullerton attack increase its lead in the first half's final four minutes from two points to 11, 36-25.

In that stretch Ed Gibbons hit a pair of buckets and Norm Maggio hit for three points in addition to baskets by Rick Barnes and Bob Smith. The Mustangs 'attack' countered with Pinky Williams solo basket in the final three minutes. Being down by 11 proved to be too much as Fullerton played an even tougher game in stretching its lead over the final 10 minutes. The locals forced shots and did not play up to potential, and at times appeared to give up.

Fullerton's defense also played well in forcing the Wheelermen to take long outside shots and not allow the inside shot. Statistics bear out Fullerton's dominance, as the Mustangs hit only 28 per cent of their shots while the Titans collected on 89 per cent of theirs.

The Mustangs also picked off leads for only 28 points followed by teammates Orie McLamore's 18, Williams 21, and Bob Jennings added 11. What made the Fullerton loss so frustrating in the Mustang performance the previous night in outdueling Northridge.

The cagers played as well as anyone might expect any team to play. Led by Williams' hot shooting hand and excellent team play by Jennings, the Mustangs hit the basket by hitting for 66 per cent of their shots in the first half while cooling off to 50 per cent for the game. Still it was not an easy victory as the Matadors fought until they erased a nine-point halftime deficit to regain the lead late in the second half. But a Williams steal and layup gave Wheeler's quintet the lead for good as the Mustangs closed out to a seven-point lead that increased to the game-ending 11 points.

Williams led all scorers in the contest with a career high of 28 points followed by Jennings with 18. The Matadors Louis Huma tallied 18 with George Robinson hitting for 10.

The split gives the Mustangs a 7-4 over-all won-loss record and a 1-1 mark in league play. The cagers presently stand tied with Fullerton for third place in conference standings behind Cal State Bakersfield, which has two wins, and UC Riverside, which has one victory and no losses. Northridge and Cal Poly Pomona trail in the standings.

Next action for the Mustangs comes this weekend with games at UC Riverside and Cal Poly Pomona.

Colts smash opponents

Paced by forward Chris Simmonse, the Colt basketball squad breezed to easy victories over fresmen schol from Cal State Northridge, 83-46, and Cal State Fullerton, 89-59.

Northridge provided little of a road block as the Colts seemed to a 14-point halftime lead, 56-42. A stingy defense and a hot shooting percentage lead the game away from the locals. Simmonse tallied 17 against the Matadors while Dan Takeas added 13 while pulling down 11 rebounds.

Fullerton made life a little tougher for the Colts as the Titans took a six-point half-time lead over the cold shooting Colts, 36-26. But coach Steve Humann's squad control in holding Fullerton to only 56 points in the second stanza while scoring 47. Simmonse hit for 19 points in the game and Dave Bush scored 14.

Announcements

1980 LAA/SD United Final Four March 19-20, 1980 (Air Canada)
1980 UCLA-USC Game March 21, 1980

Travel

THE CAMPUS TRAVEL SERVICE
Arlington Apts 305 227-0008
1140 Mission St. San Francisco

Housing

THE GROUSE HOUSE is issuing special student rates on this weekend's action between USC-West
Shoreline Louie's Campus Center
1330 Sunset Blvd.

Services

LEATHER GOODS: Student. Swede. Leather. Complete line at the best prices. Bob's Leather Shop, 3830 Main St. 383-9446
LEATHER GOODS: Student. Leather. Complete line at the best prices. 3830 Main St. 383-9446

For Sale

New and Used Books
2439 Main St. 383-9446

CAL POLY SKI CLUB
SKI CHINA PEAK
SAT-SUN. JAN 13, 14.
$30.00 includes
2 lift tickets
2 nights lodging
MEETING & SIGN-UP
Tuesday Jan. 9 7:00 p.m.
CU Room 207

ED-322
Opportunity for community involvement. Credit offered for tutoring. Interested? Contact Christina Camacho 546-2511 Counseling Center

MUSTANG CLASSIFIEDS

Counseling Center

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
INFORMATION ON LATE ENROLLMENTS

Army ROTC
Military Science Dept.
Dexter Library 115